In the paper we investigate the distribution function of a diagonal type of disorder, their relation with microscopic model parameters and structural correlation functions. The conditions are obtained for which the distribution of random values of atomic energy levels will be of Gauss type. The numerical analysis of dispersion D is performed. The distribution to the hydrogen-like atom chemisorption on an amorphous system is applied.
Introduction
In the theory of structurally disordered systems, traditionally diagonal and offdiagonal types of disorder [1] are used. In particular, the diagonal type of disorder describes fluctuations of one-cite parameters (energies of electronic atom levels, random magnetic or electric field on atom etc.), and off-diagonal disorder describes random transfer integral values, or other two-cite descriptions. Often diagonal and off-diagonal disorder types are used together in one model and can bring some unconformity.
In the theory of amorphous systems, disorder is determined by random atoms position, configurations of which are described by correlation structural functions. Diagonal disorder is caused by random atoms configuration. In some studies, namely in [2] [3] , equilibrium distribution functions of some models are calculated. Also, very important is the problem of the correct definition of disorder correlation functions in the problem of Anderson localization [4] . However, different model distribution functions of diagonal random parameters for systems are often used (regular distribution, Lorenz distribution, Gauss distribution etc.).
In the paper we investigate distribution functions of diagonal disorder, their relations with microscopic model parameters and structural correlation functions. In section 2 the model of random media with the probe atom are considered. There is shown the physical mechanism of diagonal disorder type and in section 3 distribution functions are obtained in some approximation. In the structurally disordered system atoms position are random. The total effective potential, which is created by randomly located atoms in some media point, is the random value. This potential is of Stark type and shifts electronic levels of atoms. That position of the levels in the dependence on the localization point of the probe atom, is the random value as well. Finally, the obtained results are discussed in conclusions.
The model of disordered media
Let us consider a microscopic model of structurally disordered media: the system of N atoms, which are located in positions R 1 , . . . , R N in the volume V and the impurity atom in R 0 position. The initial Hamiltonian of the model in the coordinate image is as follows:
Here V (| r − R j |) and V 0 (| r − R 0 |) are electron potential energies in the field of atom with coordinate R j and in the field of impurity R 0 , respectively. The value W (| r i − r j |) describes the energy of Coulomb electrons interaction. The solutions {Ψ µ (r − R j ), E µ } of Schrodinger equation in the field V (| r−R j |) and the solution {ϕ µ (r − R 0 ), E µ } of Schrodinger equation in the field V 0 (| r−R 0 |) are known. The functions Ψ µ (r − R j ) and ϕ µ (r − R 0 ) are used as the basis for expansion of field operators. For simplicity we use as a basis only valency s-orbitals of the atoms. For such orbitals notations Ψ(r − R j ) and ϕ(r − R 0 ), the respective atom levels E 0 and E 0 are employed. The problems of incompleteness of such Gilbert space basis and physical consequences of it are well familiar and they are not discussed here.
The Hamilton operator of disordered media in secondary quantization representation isĤ
The non-operator part of Hamiltonian (2)
is electron-electron effective electrostatic interactions. Values n j = n j↑ + n j↓ , n 0 = n 0↑ + n 0↓ are the thermodynamically averaged number of electrons, localized on j-th atom and on impurity atom, respectively. Hereinafter the symbol . . . means the average over a grand canonical ensemble. The effective one-particle Hamiltonian of the model iŝ
Here a jσ (a
) are Fermi annihilation (creation) operators of electrons on R j -th atom and on R 0 impurity atom, respectively. Further in the paper we employed notationsn j,σ = a + jσ a jσ andn 0,σ = d + 0σ d 0σ for the operator of number of electrons in localized atom states, and bothn j =n j,↑ +n j,↓ andn 0 =n 0,↑ +n 0,↓ for the operator of the total number of electrons.
The operator of electron-electron correlations in Hamiltonian (2) iŝ
In this expression we employed notes δn jσ =n jσ − n jσ , and δn 0σ =n 0σ − n 0σ for operators of fluctuations of the number of electrons, localized on the atoms in the point of their averaged thermodynamic sense. The parameter U is the energy of Hubbard interaction between electrons, which are localized on s-orbital media atom. The U 0 is the energy of Hubbard interaction between electrons, which are localized on the impurity s-orbital. The renormalized energy of localized level on R j -th atom and on the impurity atom has the following structure
Here media and impurity atom level shift, respectively are
In these expressions the parameter Φ 0 (|R j − R 0 |) describes the j-th atom level shift under impurity pseudopotential effect
Here V 0 (|r − R 0 |) is pseudopotential of impurity. The electron effective energy in the R j -th atom potential field is
where V = −(−Ze 2 )/a 0 , R 0j = |R 0 − R j | and a 0 is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom. Here we used the model pseudopotential
where Z is the effective charge value of the ions and the parameter κ > 0. The Coulomb integral
is the averaged interaction energy between electrons, one of which is localized on Ψ(r − R j ) orbital of media atom, and the second is localized on ϕ(r − R 0 ) impurity orbital. For s-orbital, this energy depends only on the distance between atoms. The values ∆E j and ∆E are random, because the atoms configuration R 1 , . . . , R n of an amorphous system is also random. The distribution function of ∆E random value in the next section will be obtained.
Distribution function of off-diagonal and diagonal disorder
In the case of amorphous media, the atoms configuration is convinient to be described by collective variables [5] 
Here k ∈ Λ note the wave vector, which takes values in a quasi continuous impulse space Λ:
The structure of amorphous media is described by correlation functions
which are the irreducible averaged by the configuration from the product of collective variables. The operation of the configuration averaging enabled us to define in the following way
Density fluctuation probabilities distribution function are approximated by Gauss law
Dispersion of Gauss distribution fluctuations
is the pair structural factor of the system. In the present model S 2 (k) is the model function, which contains adjustment parameters. Integration symbol for collective variables is as follows:
where
The real and the imaginary parts of collective variables satisfy the conditions that Re ρ k = Re ρ −k and Im
Energy of localized level of impurity (9) depends on a random configuration of the atoms. By neglecting the values of a higher order for density fluctuations ̺ k , the expression (9) may be rewritten in the form:
The level energy independent on the random configurations is
The fluctuation part of E σ as a function of ̺ k may be written in the form:
Here
n j is the average thermodynamic number of electrons, localized on the atom orbitals in computation per one atom. The coefficients Φ k U k are Fourier-components of Fourier series expansion of the effective energies of electronelectron interactions
The inverse transformations are
For a diagonal type of disorder, the energy probability distribution function of localized states can be calculated by the formula
Using the expansion of δ-function in Fourier series and distribution function P (. . . , ̺ k , . . .), given by formula (15), for P (E σ ), we obtained
where the dispersion of distribution is
and S 2 (k) is the pair structural factor. 
Conclusions
The conditions are obtained at which the distribution of random values of atom levels will be of Gauss type. These conditions are: 1) Hartree-Fock approximation for Coulomb and exchange electron-electron interactions;
2) Gauss fluctuations distribution
e ikR j of atoms density.
In this case the dispersion has the following structure
To qualitatively understand the obtained result, we depict dispersion D dependence on atoms density η at fixed microscopic parameters in figure 1 . The structural factor of system S 2 (k) is in Percus-Yevick approximation for a hard core. With the increase of the density atoms, the dispersion monotonously decreases for physical reasons. 
